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Introduction and Rules

  Introduction and Rules

Welcome to the 2011 IDPA Postal match

Rules are straightforward: 
1. This is not a sanctioned match.  It does not affect shooters' classifications nor

count toward the two-match requirement for being eligible to shoot the
Nationals. 

2. You must set up the match stages as accurately as you can. 
3. Concealment must be worn for all stages. 
4. All competitors must be current IDPA members. 
5. Scores may only be submitted by clubs with current IDPA affiliation.
6. All competitors must be classified Novice or above in the division in which they

are shooting. 
7. If a shooter is not classified in the division in which he is shooting but holds a

current classification in another division, he may compete using the highest
classification he presently holds per page 72 of the current rule book.   The
shooter's classification in the submitted results should show that classification,
not "unclassified".

8. Each competitor may compete only once in any division.  If more than one score
for a division is submitted, the earliest match score will be used and other
scores will be rejected. 

9. Each competitor may compete in more than one division, as long as rules 6
through 8 are followed.

10. All scoring must be done using the software supplied on the IDPA postal match
website ( http://www.idpapostalmatch.com).  This will generate a file that you
can e-mail. 

11. All scores must be submitted as an attachment to an email sent to idpapostal-
2011@yahoo.com  or saved to disk and mailed to the IDPA Postal Match
address, available upon request. 

12. To be counted, matches must be shot no earlier than August 27, 2011 and no
later than December 24, 2011. 

13. To be counted, scores must be received no later than January 8, 2012. 
14. Any rule and/or stage clarifications required will be posted on the

idpapostalmatch.com website  ( http://www.idpapostalmatch.com).
15. A summary of how many competitors have participated will be updated on a

regular basis on http://www.idpapostalmatch.com
16. Following the final tallying of scores, match results will be posted on the

idpapostalmatch.com website.
17. Printable award certificates for up to the top six (6) competitors in each division/

classification, division champions, and category winners (High Senior, etc.) will
be emailed to the match directors who submitted the scores.  (Total awards
limited to 166.  Awards will be calculated by the IDPA formula of 1-per-three up
to a maximum of 6 in each division/classification.   If any division/classification
has fewer than 16 competitors, fewer awards will be created.)  Check the IDPA
postal match website for confirmation as to how they'll be distributed.)
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18. Ties will be broken by number of points down.  If the score is still tied, then
Stage 1 time, then Stage 2 time, then Stage 3 time will be examined.  If it is still
tied, a postal tiebreaker will be sent to the tied shooters.  

19. The 2010 rules addendum from idpa.com will be in effect.
20. The scoring software WILL NOT recognize Distinguished Master.  If you have a

Distinguished Master shoot at your club, enter him as a Master and mention the
shooter’s name and status when emailing the match file.

rev Sunday, August 28, 2011
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Need Help with the Centerline and Baseline?

  Need Help with the Centerline and Baseline?

To get your Centerlines and Base Lines square.  Decide how far from your backstop
your base line needs to be.  From each side of the backstop, measure out that much
and make a mark.  Connect those two marks and you have a square base line  

Pick the point on the baseline where you want your stage centerline to intersect.  Drive
in a stake at that point.  From that point measure down one side of your baseline 9 feet
drive in a stake.  Measure out a 12-foot piece of string and attach it at the intersection
point.  Measure out a 15-foot piece of string and attach it at point A.  At the point where
those two pieces of string intersect will be Point B.  A line between your intersection
point and point B will be perpendicular to the base line..  

Once Point B has been established, the centerline is run from the intersection point
through point B.
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  Stage Drawings

  2011 Postal Stage 1
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Stage Drawings

  Stage 1 Layout
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  2011 Postal Stage 2
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Stage Drawings

  Stage 2 Layout
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  2011 Postal Stage 3
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Stage Drawings

  Stage 3 Layout
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  2011 Postal Stage 4
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Stage Drawings

  Stage 4 Layout

Enter topic text here.
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  Using the Software

Last year, a few people entered scores all right but had trouble sending their results.

So here are a few screen shots to help.

You need to send the file as illustrated, not a PDF or your results in any other format.
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Using the Software

  Through the Wizard

You start by clicking the Postal Match Wizard button.

After you've gone through several screens to enter your match information (contact, date of match, etc),
you'll come to this screen where you can add shooters and enter their scores.
You can stop and come back later if you wish.
REMEMBER:  Unclassified scores cannot be submitted.  If a shooter is classified in a different division,
per page 72 of the rule book he can use his highest classification for a division in which he's
unclassified.  Be sure you put that classification for him, not "unclassified."
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  After Scores Are Entered

When you've finished entering scores, you'll probably want to print them and give them to your shooters
to check.
Be especially careful that everybody is using his correct IDPA number.

When you are sure your scores are good to go, continue to the next wizard screens.
This one just tells you what it's about to do.

After you click Next, the wizard will save your scores into a zip file that you'll e-mail to us.
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Using the Software

This next wizard screen has information you'll need in a minute - 
the name of the zip file (which is derived from your Club's ID)
and the folder where the file was created.  Unless you selected a different folder on the preceding
wizard screen, the file will be found in C:\IDPApostal11.
Note, too, that there are two buttons to give you a start on creating your e-mail.

Click the white button if you use Outlook or Outlook Express to send your normal e-mails from this
computer.
Click the green button if you use a web browser (Internet Explorer, FireFox, etc), AOL, or some other
e-mail service that doesn't use Outlook or Outlook express.
If you want to send your results by snail mail, please contact the postal match Match Director for
instructions (e-mail him at idpapostal-2011@yahoo.com ).
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  Using Outlook or Outlook Express

If you click the white button, Outlook or Outlook Express should automatically open, with a message
addressed to idpapostal-2011@yahoo.com .
All you need to do is to attach the file , and then click Send.

Once you've attached the file, click Send.

20
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Using the Software

  Using a Web Mail (Internet Explorer / Yahoo, etc.) Email

Start as if you're going to send any regular e-mail.
Address it to idpapostal-2011@yahoo.com .
Attach the file
Send the e-mail.

20
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  Attach The File!!!

These screen shots are using Outlook 2007 and show the 2010 postal folder, but the basic process is
the same whether you're using Outlook, AOL, or a web (browser) e-mail service.
First... you'll need to browse to the folder that has your data file.
Unless you changed the default, that will be on your C: drive and is called IDPAPostal11.

When you double-click that folder, you should see the file with your match data:


